With the prevalence of GPS-embedded mobile devices, enormous amounts of mobility data are being collected in the form of trajectory -a stream of (x,y,t) points. Such trajectories are of heterogeneous entities -vehicles, people, animals, parcels etc. Most applications primarily analyze raw trajectory data and extract geometric patterns. Real-life applications however, need a far more comprehensive, semantic representation of trajectories. This paper demonstrates the automatic construction and visualization capabilities of SeMiTri -a system we built that exploits 3rd party information sources containing geographic information, to semantically enrich trajectories. The construction stack encapsulates several spatio-temporal data integration and mining techniques to automatically compute and annotate all meaningful parts of heterogeneous trajectories. The visualization interface exhibits different levels of data abstraction, from low-level raw trajectories (i.e. the initial GPS trace) to highlevel semantic trajectories (i.e. the sequence of interesting places where moving objects have passed and/or stayed).
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the large-scale embedding of GPS equipped mobile devices. Trajectories today have become ubiquitous data sources for analysis along several dimensions. Examples are behavioral analysis of wild-life, tracking, traffic analysis, analysis of urban landuse through people trajectories etc.
Several data mining techniques have been applied towards abstraction and discovery of interesting mobility patterns over such real-life GPS data, such as clustering, classification, outlier detection, finding convoys and sequential ruledriven mining. [1] provides an excellent review of these studies. Interesting prototypes such as MoveMine [2] , GeoLife [5] have emerged from these works. These studies however, focus on raw trajectories (spatio-temporal records only), ignoring the context of background geographic information that carries significant semantic knowledge about movement. As a result, without the consideration of semantics that are available from background geographic data, it is still very difficult to have a complete interpretation of movement behaviors based on the extracted patterns from the raw mobility traces -only the geometric perspective.
Recently, semantic trajectory analysis receives significant attention for representing trajectories from such semantic viewpoint. E.g., [3] proposes a conceptual view on trajectories, modeling trajectory as a sequence of stops and moves.
[4] designs a platform to progressively compute such spatiosemantic trajectories. The GeoPKDD (Geographic Privacyaware Knowledge Discovery and Delivery) and MODAP (Mobility, Data Mining, and Privacy) projects emphasize the need to address semantic behaviors of moving objects.
This paper demonstrates a system -SeMiTri -that constructs and visualizes trajectories at different levels of data abstraction and semantics. Such semantics can be extracted from 3rd party data sources that contain geographic information. Our objective is to automatically construct meaningful parts of heterogeneous trajectories with additional semantics from relevant geographic sources. This is achieved by a set of computation and annotation algorithms that construct trajectories at different levels of abstraction. In addition, SeMiTri provides a Web interface for users to easily query and visualize multi-level trajectories. Fig. 1 presents the detailed systematic architecture of the SeMiTri system. It follows a layered structure that progressively abstracts higher-level semantic trajectory concepts from lower-level raw GPS feeds.
SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
• Trajectory Computation Layer -Performs preliminary works such as trajectory data cleaning (e.g. smoothing data and filtering outliers), dividing a trajectory into several episodes, and computing structural-level trajectories (e.g. a sequence of stops/moves [3] In SeMiTri, trajectory computation and annotation algorithms are implemented in Java, and the Web interface is deployed on Apache Tomcat. Users access the system via a Web browser with the Google Earth Plugin.
VISUALIZATION CAPABILITIES
We have experimented with a large data store of heterogeneous trajectories (e.g. vehicle trajectories of 17243 taxies/cars and people trajectories of 6 mobile phone users) and constructed semantic abstractions of these trajectories using SeMiTri. The demonstration presents the query and visualization interface through a Web browser, and showcases the following capabilities of SeMiTri:
• Spatio-Semantic Trajectories -Demonstrates multiple levels of trajectory data abstraction, showing raw GPS tracks, raw trajectories (exploiting space/time gaps), structured trajectories (e.g. stops/moves), and semantic trajectories (e.g. home-office-supermarket-home).
• Semantic Places -Demonstrates diverse geographic resources that are associated to trajectories -Landuse, Road network, and Point of interest (POI) data.
• User Interactions -Provides a friendly Web interface to query and visualize trajectories (e.g. daily tracks) at different abstraction levels.
• Analytics Results -Highlights statistical analytics results of semantic trajectories, e.g. the average speed when user is moving, Landuse distribution where user has stopped, most frequent transportation modes, etc. 
CONCLUSION
The paper demonstrated SeMiTri -a system for automatic construction and multi-level visualization of semantic trajectories from raw mobility traces. Our experiments with different vehicle and people trajectories suggested that users and applications derive significant benefits from such trajectory construction, querying and visualization. SeMiTri thus contributes towards better understanding of mobility behaviors of moving objects.
